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Results of an analysis of data on the sampling of corn fields,
.obtained by the Agric\utural Adjustment Administrationl/.
are given in this
report. Individual fields were sampled by selecting 4-hil1 blocks in a
systematic manner which may be described briefly as follows:
The sampler proceeded along the side of the field to a point between
24 and 25 rows from one corner. at'which point he entered the field to a point
between 24 and 25 rows from the side of the field and selected a ~hi11 block
of which two hills were on "row 24 and two' were on row 25. Similar saron1es
were taken by continuing across ·the field. and taking a ~hi11 block on'"every
succeeding twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth row until the opposite side of the
field was reached.
The sampler then proceeded do"m the side of the field for
the same' ciistanc('Md ·begari.taking samples while crossing the field in the
opposite directio~~' Thi~was continued until tho entire field was s~~p1ed •
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The four'hi11s -in each block were consid.ered to be two samples of two
hills each and the ears of corn on each'2-hi11 saulp1e within a block were
weighed as a unit. all weights being expressed in pounds •
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The data for five of the fieldS sampled in<I11inois were used in the
present study. An analysis of variance was obtained to determine the extent
of the average variability between blocks in the same field and between 2-hi1l
samples in the same block. The data yielded. 491 degrees of freedom for estimating the variance between blocks ~~d 496 degrees of freedom for estimating
the variance between 2-hi11 samples within blocks.
The average variance
between blocks in the same field was 0.74118 while the 'variance between 2-hi11
samples within blocks was only 0.43024.
The aver~ge weight of the corn on a
2-hi11 sample was 3.04 pounds, from which it is evident that the coefficient
of variability of the weight of the corn on 2-hil1 samples within blocks was
about 21.6 percent.
From such an analysis, considerable information regarding the 'relative
efficiencies of different methods of san~ling C~~ be obtained.
Strictly speaking. such deductions are predicated on the assumption of a random distribution
of blocks within fields. The fact that the blocks in the present sampling

---------------------,----------------1/ These data were obtained in 1938 under the supervlslon of
Mr. C. J. Otten of the Economics and Research Section of the North Central
Division in cooperation with State statisticians of the Agricultural Marketing
Service, State Agricultural Conservation Committees, and County Committees
for Illinois. Indiana, and Iowa; and statisticians of the Statistical Laboratory
at Iowa State College.

study were to..ke:J.
in syster.w.ticfnshiol1 is clisturbbg fror.~t:'lepoint of view of
statistic~l theory, but its effect ou the nurJerical results is probably not
very gre•..
t because differences 8IJOng the various parts of any given field r.lay
have bqen distirbutcd ~t randoD.
The data can be applied to determine the extent to which the variability
of the means of any given number of 2-hill samples is affected by increasing
the number of 2-hill samples in a block and reducing the nu;~ber of blocks or
vice versa. In order to solve this problem it is necessary to think of the
variability of the block ~eans within a field as consisting of two components.
The first component represents the actual block-to-block differences and the
second represe~ts an additional effect produced by the sampling errors in the
various estimates of the individual block means. Since each block mean is the
·mean of two 2-hill samples, the variance of eaCA of these means, considered
as estimates of the corresponding hypothetical true means is .43024/2. The
variance of th~ observed block means aqout their gr8~d mean is .74118/2. The
difference between these two figures, or 0.15547, may be regarded as the variance oltha true block means which represents the actual block-to-block variar.tion after the effects of the sampling errors in the estimates of the individual
block means have been removed.' If a number of blocks are.choson at random
and there are N.2-hill samples in each block, the variance of the observed
,block means a00ut their grand mean would 000.15547 + .43024!N. If there are
M blocks, the variance of the mean of the M individual block mee~s in random
samples of M blocks would be, .15547/M + .43024/MN. MN represents the total
number of2-hill
samples involved. Therefore, the above' expression gives the
variance of the m~an of 14N 2-hill scmples distributed in M blocks each 'containinb N samples. If MN is held constant at a value, K, the expression may
be written in the form .15547N/K + .43024/K.
Ey means of this formula it is possible to compute the variance of
the mean of any number of 2-hill samples distributed in any given n~~ber of
blocks. For exa~ple, if one is interested in the mecn of 100 2-hill samples,
the variance is 0.0015547N + 0.0043024 in which N is the number of 2-hill
samples in a block. The following figures show how tho variance of the mean
of 100 2-hill samples changes when those samples are grouped in blocks of
different sizes:

No. of 2-hill samples
in a block

lQo. of blocks

1
2
4

100
50
25

5
10

20
10

Variance of mean of
100 2-hill samples
0.00586
.00741
.01052
.01208
.01984
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The relation is saown grapnically in tho attached chart. The
horizontal line in this chart shows t~c value th~t the variance of the mean
of 100 2-hill s~nplcs would assume ~or all v~lues of N if there l'lercno
differenqes between true 'means of the blocks.
These results were derived by considering the 2-hill s~~ple as the
sampling unit. Si~ilar re~~lts can oe obtained even though the total number
of hills in a block is not an exact multiple of 2. A block containing three
hills may be treated mathematicully as a block containing one and one-half
2-hill samples when the fundament~l d=.ta oro expressed in terms of a 2-hill
sampling unit. For exampie, consider the following problem:
It is desired to compute tae extent to which the vari~~ce in the meon
of 40 blocks would be increased by reducing the number of hills per block from
4 to 3. The variance of the mean of 40 4-hlll blocks is .15547/40 + .43024180
or 0.009265, since the nunbcr of 2-hill samples per block is equal to 2. If
there were only 3 hills in a block, the n~~ber of 2-hill saDples per block
would be equal to 1-1/2 and the variance of the mea.."'l
of 40 such blocks would
be .15547/40 + .43024/60 or 0.011058.
The e1iminntion of one hill from oach block increases the variance of
tae mean of the 40 blocks 19.35 percent.
Eliminating one hill from each block
is equivalent to roducing the total nunber of hills from 160 to 120. It is
interesting to see how the variance of the nean would be affected if tho total
number of hills were .reduced from 160 to 120 by e1ininating 10 whole blocks
and retaining 4 hills in each of the re~~ining 30 blocks •. In this case there
would bo two 2-hi11 sanp1es in each block and the variance of the mean of the
30 blocks would be .15547/30 + .43024/60 or 0.012353.
Reducing the total number of hills from 160 to 120 by this ~ethod increases the variance of the ~ean
33.33 percent.
It is evident that, if one wishes to reduce the size of the
total sample taken from a field, the concomitant loss of precision will J>e
gre~ter when whole blocks are e1ininated than when an equivalent nunber of
hills are eliminated fron each block •.
The results presented above show tl1at sanples of hills of corn,
taken for the purpose of estimating yield per acro, should be grouped in
blocks as soc1l as practical consider~tions wil1?er~it.
Fro~ the point of
view of statistical efficiency, naxirnum efficiency is attained with the soallest nunber of hills per block, but the additional labor involved in increasing
the total n~Dber of blocks nust be taken into account to decide whether or
not the increased precision of results is worth the price of the additional
time and labor required to attain it.
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